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President's Report
Richard D. Bates, Jr.
P.O. Box 40583,Palisades Station
Washington, DC 20016
The initial response to the President's
Report in the previous issue has been
heartening.
Even before my copy appeared, responses from members who had
seen the request for volunteers to serve
on committees began arriving in the mail.
Many of those contacted directly by me
had also written to indicate their willingness to participate. As responses continue
to arrive, I will be contacting potential
Committee Chairs to help them organize
their groups and to outline the scope of
the work and identify desirable outcomes.
I agree with one writer that we should
not establish as the target a series of
empty annual reports. But defining an
objective, be it a handbook or publication
of an article or series of articles clarifying
or expanding the scope of some area of
Canal Zone philately, or developing a plan
for expanding interest in Canal Zone
stamps and expanding the CZSG membership, will be necessary to get committees
off and running and prevent them from
being empty titles.
I have been asked why I identify so
many potential committees. By my count
I have listed 26 committees, and I have
indicated a willingness to create others
on topics our members wish to work on.
lf these were committees set up to run
the organization, I would agree. But these
are not. Rather, these are peripheral to
the "management" function. They define
areas of interest to our members and
about which they would like to hear more.
More importantly, they represent areas
on which members want to work. My goal
is to get more members· eager to work on
the topics that interest them the most
because that is what is most likely to
result in output that they will put their
hearts into and that will convey their
interest to our members and other readers. And it will get them more involved
• in the activities of the CZSG. So do not
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Postage Due Varieties
by David J. Leeds
On occasion minor and even major varieties of Canal Zone Postage Due stamps
lay hidden in stocks or collections for many years. Examples squirreled away for future
study and not previously reported. are still emerging. This issue ofCZP features several
unusual postage due varieties.

J12 Overprint Spacing Variety:
In 1988 a spacing variety of the lOll Flat
A Postage Due was reported by Gary B.
Weiss (CZP 89:32): "On some lower left
sheets at position 34, the spacing between
Canal and Zone is 8 3/4 mm rather than
the normal spacing of 9 1/4 mm". The
variety had not been reported on any
postage dues until Weiss's article although it was known on the postage
issues.
A full sheet of the III, J12, used on a
large cover is available for study. It, too,
is a lower left sheet (straight edges top
and right) and has the 8 3/4 mm variety
in position 34. (See Fig. 1.) ZONE is in
line; CANAL is droppedO.5 mm. However,
this is not the only abnormality
in
overprint alignment. Positions 14 and 24
above as well as several in the lower
portions of the sheet also have either a
dropped or raised CANAL. It is in a
complete sheet of 100 with a bottom plate
number 13845. (See Fig. 2.) The left
selvage had been removed so that the
sheet would fit on the oversize envelope.
At the time (1925) the post office was very

touJhy about the sale of mint postage
dueb, with the threat of dismissal for
clerks violating the regulation against
the sale of mint orused dues for philatelic
purposes. The only way to circumvent the
regulation was to deliberately mail overweight material, requiring payment of
additional postage which would be in the
form of postage due stamps. The large
envelope contained an oversize magazine.
Note the effort here to discourage philatelic use by heavy cancels. The sheet has
30 heavy strikes of a mute black blob
killer that obliterates at least four stamps
in each strike. The device is close to Ent.
MK-13g but was applied at Gatun. It is
not surprising that so few examples of the
narrow spacing ha ve been found. It occurs
several times in this sheet but may not
exist on all sheets.
Does this overprint variety also exist
on the 211,J13? All plate positions are
reported, so the variety should exist.
Readers are requested to check their
copies for additional examples of the 1\1
and lOll, and for a first report of the 211
8 3/4 mm Flat A spacing variety.
(Continued

on page 26)

be shy. If you want to work on a committee

to study the whiskers on Cordoba's chin,
let me know and I will try to set it up.

Fig. 1. JI2 I¢ Flat A,Pos.
25

34, 8 3/4 mm, lower left pane.
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Fig. 2. J12, l¢ Flat A, Lower

Left Pane.

Postage Due Varieties
(Continued

from page 25)

J20, 1st or 3rd Printing,
POSe47, Missing N of ZONE
A missing letter was observed in the
examination of a partial sheet used in the
note about star plate spacing. Position4 7,
in the middle of Fig. 3, clearly omits the
N of ZONE and also has a break in the
O. Unless additional copies are found
showing that the variety is constant, it
must be considered as a freak caused by
foreign material on the printing sheet.

Fig. 3. J20.A,

Pos. 47, Missing

N of ZONE.
(Continued
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on page 27)

From the Edi tor
As Editor, we have been reluctant to
use the limited space in this journal to
impose our personal agenda. It is not even
implicit in the editorial selection and
presentation of material. Much of what
you see is dictated by entitlements and
tradition. Note the large percentage of
space given over to "housekeeping," i.e.,
keeping the membership informed of the
progress of the society. But the difficulty
of obtaining good material for publication
makes expansion of the journal too dicey.
An occasional extra few pages would help
the editor but would result in blank pages
in following issues. There is a tossup in
how to handle the smaller monographs.
Presently we prefer "stand alone" special
publications. Another way would be to
serialize over several quarters. The special publications seem preferable for most
topics that run at least a dozen pages.
Funds are not really a problem as the
initial cost is about the same both ways.
Long term, a monograph may bring in
some additional revenue.
The "plus" part of the Editor's job is
the infrequent contribution of a major
article by a reader. We encourage this,
even solicit material; but all too often
members with interesting material are
too busy with other demands on their time
or feel that the subject is incomplete.
There are many areas of Canal Zone
philately that will always be as incomplete as our collections. "Reports in
progress" are perfectly acceptable and
often bring out additional information
from readers.
We have a shopping list of subjects
where help is needed. Fragmentary data
are available on most of the following
items. Specifically, what I want is a
coauthor or an independent author that
will take the ball and run. A lot of help
can be provided in terms of material to
get you started. Some of the projects have
come from reader's questions, and some
have been accumulating dust in my files.

With just a little bit of help many of
you have similar interests you can bring
to fruition. We can provide the help. I will
be delighted to ghostwrite or coau thor
your input, hut you must provide that
input. My part will be sharing what data
I have, lining you up with other collectors
with similar interests, and putting on the
final polish of crossing i's and dotting t's
if required. As our committee activity
increases there is some hope that they will
address some of these topics. A list crying
for writeups follows:
The French Canal postal service
The "other" canal - Nicaragua
Auxiliary postal services
Money order (M.O.B.) markings
U.S. Panama Pacific 2¢ design
S.S. Ancon in WWII
Type III portrait issue update
Wet/dry dimensions
Military camps - WWI: Otis,
Gaillard, etc.,; WWII
Ham "QSL" cards
Costa Rica censor markings in CZ
Canal Zone Postmasters and
Directors of Posts

Brad Wilde

Announcement Cards - Cary Finder
Some of our shopping list impinge on
the Panama side of our collecting, but
many of our members take both areas
seriously. There are other organizations
which our broadly based members should
be aware of and join: The Colombial
PanamaP hilatelic Study Group (COPAPHIL),
and The Isthmian Collectors Club (ICC).
COPAPHIL publishes COPACARTA quarterly, with Jim Cross as Editor: Box 2245,
EI Cajon, CA 93021. There is an active
lending library and annual mail sale. The
ICC Journal is published monthly by Bob
Karrer, Box 6094, Alexandria, VA 22306.
The Journal is a newsy, breezy, readable,
and informative publication with a somewhat wider Pan Can collectible viewpoint.
Other U.S. possessions are covered by
the quarterly journal of the U.S. Possessions Philatelic Society, USPPS, Possessions. Address: USPPS, P.O. Box 26724,
Busch Finance Station, Columbus, Ohio
43226.

Postage Due Varieties
(Continued from page 26)
J19.3 on Cover

London-Panama-New
Zealand postal
service 1866-1868
Prominent collectors and collections
Research an dits dissemination through
publication are not dead. There are a
number of "works in progress," some of
which require stimulation. None of these
is the effort of a single individual. All have
required extensive cooperation in sharing
data, and more will be provided in the
final workup for publication:
# 1-3 Cover Inventory
- Dick Salz
Canal Zone Aerophilately David J. Leeds
Perf "P" and "PSN" Airmails
Paul Ammons
First Day Cover Cachets Bob Karrer

Fig. 4. JI9.3 on Cover.

Postal Rates -

The CANAL ZONE overprint out of
alignment is illustrated in Canal Zone
Stamps for the 1¢ Sharp A Postage Due,
JI8.3, first or third printing. The 2¢,
JI9.3, has not been illustrated in CZSG
pu blications. A standard first flight cover,
Miami to Cristobal (AAMSF5-1), is shown
in Figs. 4 and 5. The novelty of the cover
is that it is insufficicntly franked, with
25¢ paying the airmail postage, but short
2¢ ofthe proper fee of27 ¢. It is handstamped
"POSTAGE DUE 2 CENTS" in red, and
the fee duly collected at double the
deficiency with a pair of the 2¢ J19. The
variety "appreciably above or below",
J19.3 is noted. The pair is barely tied with
a 20 mm diameter mute crossroads black
killer similar to Ent. MK-I0. It is possible
that there are other similar covers. Input
is requested.

Fig. 5. Closeup of JI9.3.
(Continued
27

on page 30)

Chapter
2. The service economy is the
topic of Chapters
3 and 4. The main
components
of the service economy are
the Panama
Canal, the Transisthmian
Pipeline, the Colon Free Trade Zone, the
International
Financial
Center, and the
flagging of ships. None of these seems t'o
be a growth area. Agriculture
is the topic
of Chapter 5. The decade of the 1980s is
the subject matter of Chapter
6.
Perhaps
the best
discussion
about
reasons
for deterioration
of relations
between the U.S. and Panama in the late
1980s and the U.S. invasion of Panama
is presented
in Chapter
7.
The final 11 page chapter is an essay
summarizing
the whole book. Some readers may want to read only that chapter
since all important
ideas in the book arc
well stated and explained somewhat here.
Then, details could be sought in the first
seven chapters
and their notes.
The Commanders
by Bob Woodward
(New York: Pocket Star Books of Simon
& Schuster, 1991) (ISBN 0-671-76960-X),
:-395 + xviii pages + 16 pages containing
28 photographs,
paperbound,
$5.99.
This bestselling
nonfiction
book has
two parts. Part One occupies slightly less
than half the text and concerns Panama
and "Operation
Just Cause." Part Two is
about the invasion ofKu wait and "Operation Desert Storm."

I,

Book Reviews
by David L. Farnsworth
Panama at the Crossroads:
Economic
Development
and Political Change in the
Twentieth
Century by Andrew Zimbalist
and John
Weeks
(Berkeley
and Los
Angeles: University
of California
Press,
1991) (ISBN 0-520-07311-8
hardbound
andO-520-07501-3
paperbound), 219 pages,
$40.00
hardbound
and $13.95
paperbound.
The authors

trace

Panama's

financial

plight throughout
history. They are not
sanguine
about Panama's
future.
The
principal
problem
for its economy has
been that
it is service
driven
and,
therefore,
held captive to world events.
Additionally, unlike most countries, Panama
cannot even control its currency to adjust
for its needs. The U.S. dollar is the
cu rrency of Panama. The authors feel that
the International
Monetary Fu nd and the
World Bank have given bad advice and
placed wrong-minded
demands as conditions
for their
loans to Panama.
In
particular,
these demands
have meant
more dependence
on outside
economic
forces.
Chapter
1 discusses
the unusual
situation of an elite based upon neither land
nor manufacturing.
Panama's economy is
further
discussed
in general
terms in
28

Some oft he principal characters
are the
President
of the United States, Secretary
of Defense, Chairman
of the Joint Chiefs
of Staff, and Commanders-in-Chiefs
of
various commands.
The planning,
decision making,
and relationships
among
these people are the focus of the book. We
learn how "Just Cause" was planned (and
named). The book is based on a large
number of interviews,
so it is an excellent
sou rce of information.
The text is very fast
paced and an easy read.
This hardbound
book (ISBN 0-67141367 -8) is $24.95 from Simon & Schuster.
Also, it is available
from Simon
&
Schu ster Audioworks (ISBN 0-671-749544) on two audio cassettes
for $15.95. The
3 hour tape is read by Edward Herrmann
after an introduction
by the author. The
text is abridged
for the audio format.

CANAL ZONE
Comprehensive
Stock Including
singles,
plate blocks, FDC's, FFC's,
B.O.B., stationery,
covers and
collateral
material.
Send for Free Detailed
List
Want Lists Serviced

C&H STAMPS
P.O. Box 324
Syracuse, NY 13209
Phone (315) 488-0136
CZSG APS USPPS

C13 Trial Color Die Proof
by Paul F. Ammons
The recent sale of the Plass collection
has made a number of items available for
study. The large master die essay for Scott
No. C6-CI4, a cropped picture of which
appears as Fig. 16.10 in Canal Zone
Stamps,
and the 40(1 CI3 large die trial
color proof have been purchased by the
author.
Both cards are the same size, 203 mm
by 155 mm, and have the same sunken
area, 100 mm by 88 mm, indicating that
the respective dies were engraved on the
same size metal plates. The master die
essay is printed on a larger piece of wove
paper, 97.5 mm by 80 mm, than the CI3
which is printed on paper measuring 87.5
mm by 74 mm. The wove paper on which
the master die essay is printed is darker.
The Ivy, Shreve & Mader auction catalog
termed it "toned wove paper".
The master die essay has Bureau of
Engraving and Printing control number
70048 stamped on the back. The C13 proof
has a black control number 70050 on back.
If someone has access to BEP records, it
would be interesting to determine just
how many die proofs of the basic stamps
were struck and their respective control
numbers. The auction catalog misrecorded
the control number for the proof of C7,
and it is really 70049 in black rather than
the reported 10049. Philatelic Foundation certificate 0274727 describes it as
trial color large die proof, die sunk, wove
paper on original card, color orange.
A correction is required in the listing
of the C13P proof. It is actually a trial
color die proof since it is struck in
orange (the color of the 10¢ stamp) rather
than the issued yellow. The proper listing
would be "C13TCl, large trial color die
proof in orange
on India paper,
mounted
on card". C13P should be
delisted from the Scott catalog unless it
exists elsewhere.
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Book Reviews
by David L. Farnsworth
Panama 1987: Health Consequences
of
Police and Military Actions by Physicians

for Human Rights (Boston: Physicians for
Human Rights, I988)(no ISBN), 73 pages,
paperbound 8-1/2"xll", $6.00, and
Operation
"Just Cause": The Human
Cost of Military
Action in Panama
by

Physicians for Human Rights (Boston:
Physicians
for Human Rights, 1991)
(ISBN 1-879707-01-2), 59 + ii pages,
paperbound 8-1/2"x11" with 22 photographs, $6.00.
The Physicians
for Human Rights
(PHR) mission is to protect human health
and life worldwide. It has sent groups to
about 20 countries to study the human
condition. It is politically impartial while
in many cases investigating government
abuses. Two of its over 25 reports concern
Panama.
At the invitation of two Panamanian
medical associations, a team from PHR
visited Panama in August 1987. The
doctors took statements from local doctors, nurses, victims of violence, and
witnesses to violence. They also exami ned
wounds and paperwork. Most of the
injuries were inflicted by the Panamanian Defence Forces (PDF). Abstracts of
the testimony of 52 individuals
are
included in the report Panama 1987.
The level and amount of violence and
harassment
by the PDF described is
startling. Apparently, random use of tear
gas and birdsnot againsCpeople wa-s a
daily and widespread occurrence. Many
citizens who said anything against the
government or who just knew someone
who did were beaten, jailed, and sometimes tortured. Health care facilities
were invaded by large numbers of armed
military. The PHR called for an end to
the violence and adherence to human
rights treaties.
In February 1990 another PHR group
visited Panama. They interviewed many
individuals including military personnel,
hospital staff, and Panamanian citizens.
They examined emergency room logs and
visited houses, military bases, and gra ves.
They were very thorough. Also, their
report Operation "Just Cause" is careful
not to overstate the validity of the
numerical findings. Some counts are
fuzzy because the health care and
recordkeeping systems wereoverw hel med
by the invasion.
The report estimates Panamanian civilian and military deaths due to the
invasion to be at least 300 and about 50,
respectively. It discusses the numbers of
injured and of displaced persons. The
psychological trauma of the Panamanian
citizens is investigated. Loss of homes,
is xamined as well. The most compelling
pa ts of the book are details from intervi ws with Panamanians about how they
lillihOOdS'
and their
social physical
su pport structu
res
ar coping and
situation.
29

One measures what one cares about.
This team clearly cared abou t the wellbeing of those Panamanians
directly
involved with the invasion. Some readers
may think that just measuring the suffering associated with the invasion is
anti-United States, but this organizations's
record, including the first Panamanian
report reviewed above, counters that
argument. This report is generally less
critical ofthe U.S. government than many
United States General Accounting Office
reports on various subjects.

CANAL
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ISSUE
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Cat $5970
Net $4250
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need in quality Canal
Zone stamps, covers
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Pat Dowling
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P.O. Box 7536
Colorado

Springs, CO 80933
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APS
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WHERE
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with philately since 1901"

P.O. Box 125, Readington, NJ 08870

Postage Due Varieties
(Continued from page 27)

Fig. 6. Wide Spacing, Lower Right Pane, Lower Right Margin, J1.

Postage Due Star Plate Spacing
Star plate spacing, wherein paper
shrinkage of the ou ter edges of the sheet
is accommodated by wider spacing between stamps on the outer margins, is
described in Canal Zone Stamps in the

discussion of the 1¢ and 10¢ first issue
dues, J1 and J3. The discussion lacks
some essential detail. The "star" name
comes from a small hollow star between
the BEP logo and the plate number
marginal inscription. It is to the left of

the plate number, below and between
positions 96-97 on the lower panes; the
plate number is in position 97.
The variable spacing is imposed only
on the vertical columns, consistent with
the lay of the paper.

Fig. 7. Narrow Spacing, Upper Left Pane, Upper Right Margin, J20, 2nd Printing.
30

Postage Due Varieties
(Continued from page 30)

Fig. 8. J20, 1st or 3rd Printing, Left Pane.
3.5
3.2
mm2-3
2·3
4-5
6-7
2.5
9-102.4
8-9
3-4
7-8
2.4
5-6 1-2
9-103.5
2.6
Column

Column Spacing Table

The basic U.S. numeral dues design was
Left Pane
in use from 1894 through 1930. The same
star plates used for J1 and J3 were used
again for the 10¢ flat A, J14, and the 10¢
sharp A, J20. Efforts were made to reduce
production
losses due to poor perforation
or misperforation
due to paper shrinkage.
Canal Zone Stamps does not detail which
columns of the sheets are subject to the
specific variation
of 2 1/2 or 3 1/2 mm
other than to say "outer margin of the
sheet". Bear in mind that the discussion
is of the printer's
sheet of 4'00;- noct"he
post office pane of 100 stamps. The "outer
margin" is with respect to the straight
edge (centerline)
of the 20 colu mn wide
sheet.
The problem first came into focus when
trying to position two large pieces of "Star
Plate" material.
Two blocks, both big
enough to be platable,
both including
columns
6 through
10, had strikingly
different horizontal
spacings between the

stamps.
This was finally
resolved
by
overlaying
a nu mber of blocks of star
printings.
See Figs. 6 through 8. Note tha t
any star block was acceptable
from any
part of the sheet (as long as there was
'some external
reference
..:.....selvage
or
straight
edge) J1, J3, J14, or J20. These
are all star plates, and in the case of the
10¢ stamps, at times the identical
platc
number.
A consistent
pattern
emerged.
In the
left-hand
panes column spacing is wide
on the left, narrow on the right. In the
right-hand
panes column spacing is narrowan the left and wide on the right. The
critical locations are apparent
from the

above column spacing
table. Measurements are ±0.1 mm.
With this format in mind most large
wide blocks can be plated by the direction
of change as to being from left or right
panes, and as to probable columns, and
it is obvious that right and left plate
number blocks are different
and can bc
idcntificd
as to pane.
Discussion
of star plate postal issues
ufthe U.S. Series of 1922 by W.W. Cleland
will be found in CZP 95:10, but only a
brief mention is made of the postage dues,
and little on layout.

Plate Variety on
Anniversary Series

Thanks to Donald for checking his sheet
and reporting
his information.
R.D. Bates, Jr.

and W. Hugh Cassibry
in 1970 (CZP
19:18.19) did not include orientation
or
copies on cover. There has not been a
comprchensive
survey of private perforatcd initial airmail stamps. New survey
forms have been developed
which allow
easy reporting
of orientation,
multiples,
and covers.
Confidentiality
of ownership
will be
maintained
in this present survey effort.
As a further buffer, data can b~ transmitted unsigned or through the Editor or
President.
Results will be provided to all
known correspondents
and eventually
published
in CZP. Copies of reporting
forms (please specify "P", "PSN", or both)
and data collected to datc can beobtained
from Paul F. Ammons,
8800 Starcrest
Drive, Apt. 205, San Antonio, TX 782174753, Phone
(210) 654-4764.
Postage
appreciated.

In the second quarter 1990 issue of this
journal (CZP 95: 15), I indicated that I had
found a copy of the 11¢ Scott #128 with
a dot between the two ones in the 11 cents
value block in the lower right corner of
the stamp. The dot was in the same color
as the stamp. The variety was illustrated
in that article. I wondered if anyone had
a similar copy which would indicate that
it was a variety consistent
on at least part
of the printing, or that it was a consistent

plate fiaw.
I was delighted
to hear recently from
member Donald Kuske who reported that
he had recently purchased
a sheet of this
stamp and had observed the same variety
in position 18 of a lower left pane of Scott
#128, thus indicating
this is apparently
a constant
variety.

Perforated
Ini tial Airmails
by Paul F. Ammons
A survey of all Canal Zone airmail
perforated
initial stamps is under way as
an effort to develop an updated database
for an expanding
"gold medal" exhibit.
The exhibit covers the first definitive
airmail issue and the overprinted
official
airs. The survey primarily
covers the
issued perf"P" airmails,
C1-C20, and the
perf"PSN" airmails. However, data on all
other private perforated
initial airmails
also will be collected.
The last survey of official perforated
initial stamps conducted byWes Dunaway

31

...To be continued.

BIC Censor Marking
An unfamiliar WWII censorship marking has turned up - a double line circle
"PASSED BY/BIC", with a number in the
center, 1606 or 1608. There may be other
numbers, This marking has been noted
on inbound (Fig. 1) and outbound (Fig.
2) Canal Zone mail, both first class and
printed matter, during late December
1941 and January 1942, Obviously, it is
a censor marking but a new one to the
Editor. It must have been used early in
the war because the censor tape is
unprinted brown paper. It may indicate
Bureau of Inspection and Customs (cen.
sorship), similar to a Honolulu staight.
line "Released by ICB", Any help in
further identification would be appreciated.
D.J. Leeds

Fig. 1. BIC on Inbound

Mail.

Of Interest
An example of how things were done
in the early days is apparent from the
following letter found in an envelope
franked with a copy of Scott No. 69.
R.H. Salz

THE

PANAMA

CANAL
DEPARTMENT
AND

CANAL

ZONE
OF

OPERATION

1518 1/4 Brockton St. ----j-'"

MAINTENANCE

West Los Angeles,

Cristobal, C.Z.
April 12, 1924.

CaJ.if.

Mr. Albert W, Claflin
180 Medway Street,
Providence, Rhode Island.
Sir:
Replying to your letter of March 28th"
I regret to state that Mr, Eugene Klein
of Philadelphia
purchased my entire
stock of Canal Zone #41 with inverted
surcharge [overprint reading down; either Scott No, 52a or 55a], which consisted of 40 stamps, the balance of the
only known sheet having gotten away
from us here on the Isthmus.
Are you interested in singles, blocks or
postally used CZ 42a inverted center [Sc,
No. 3ge]?
Yours very truly,
J,W, Coffin
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#10a' 2¢ Rose, CANAL ZONE inverted, Superb Mint OG NH
beauty w/'89 PF Cert lor Blk 4. '93 S.R. $275
Net 5250
#13b & 13', 10e Yellow Block 01 4, LR stamp ZONE Antique
Type, ExF, Tropical OG, '93 S.R. $242.50+
Net 5225
#14b', 8/50t Brown, CANAL ZONE inverted. Only 200 printed,
ExF, Full fresh OG, Lt H, '93 S.R. $325+
Ner $400
#19, 19a', 8/50t Bistre Brown, Horizontal Pr, Lt stampw/ZONE
Antique, F, Tropical OG, '93 S.R. $247.50
Net $225
#19,19 var', 8/S0e Bistre Brown, Vert. Pr w/shest margin at
left. Top stamp wilh lell 'P.NAMA' readin9 down and right
'PANAMA' reading up, juslline by fine, Trop. OG, '93 S.R. $175
Net $135
#19, 19b', 8/50e Bistre Brown, Blk 4, UR stamp ZONE Antique,
ExF, Trop. OG, '93 S.R. 5320.,
Net .250
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Fig. 2. BIC on Outbound
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ERRORS

#46a', tt Green & Biack, CANAL ZONE reading down, F, OG,
NH, '93 PSE Cert, '93 S.R. 5350
Net 5250
Same F·VF, Fresh OG
Net 5300
#62a',

5t Blue, CANAL ZONE reading down, F, OG .. '93 S.R.

$60, Net $35; Same VF by Sup $45; Same Superb .... Net $55
#63A', 10¢ Violet, CANAL ZONE reading down, F·VF, slightly
Trop. OG, NH, '93 S.R. 5100
Net $85
#67a', Ie Green, ZONE CANAL reading down, F·VF, full fresh
OG, '93 SR $750
Ner $500

#lId',

I¢

Green,

ZONE CANAL,

F, fresh

O.G"

$450

'93 S.R.
Net $350

#86c', 5¢ Blue, CANAL ZONE inverted, just F (touches) by F, lull
fresh OG, only 80 issued, '93 PSE Cert, '93 S.B. $500 ... Net 5450

#20 var', SOt Brown, Blk 4, UR stamp 'L' Antique, ExF, Mint
OG, NH, '93 S,R .• 170++
Net $160

#91c, 17¢ Black, ZONE CANAL, tine by Sup, OG, NH '93 S.R.
$200
Net $165
Same Superb
Net $250

#23c', 2¢ Red & Black, CANAL ZONE double, VF by superb
cent. Trop. OG, perl naw at L, '92 PSE Cert, '93 S.R. 5450
Net $350

#J20c, lOt Rose, CANAL ZONE double, just F (touches at top)
by ExF, tull fresh OG, Lt H, 'SO PF Cert, '93 S.R.
$400
Net $205

#32a', 2¢ Yermo & Black, Vert. Pr imperl hori" Fine by VF, OG
bit Trop, few short perls UL, Horiz gum ridge at bOllom, '92 PSE
Car! notes -tropical OG. hoelz. crease at bottom & minor perf
lauits UL corner', quite scarce, '93 S.R. $900
Net $500
#3ge', 2t Verm. & Black, inverted ctr, about VF, lull slightly Trop.
OG, VLH, w/pholo lor Blk on '89 PF Cert, '93 S,R, 5800 ... Net 5650
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